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1.Introduction to Data Visualization -Day #1 
2.Data Visualization using Tableau 

Software-Day#2
3.Visualizing Data with HighChart -Day#3

Course Outline  



Tableau Public: Free Data Visualization Software

https://public.tableau.com/s/

1.Sign up to download Tableau Public 
at your Desktop follow this link (Copy 
and paste the link)

https://help.tableau.com/current/guides/get-started-tutorial/en-us/get-started-
tutorial-home.htm

2. Tutorial: Get Started with Tableau 
Public follow this link (Copy and paste 
the link)

https://public.tableau.com/s/
https://help.tableau.com/current/guides/get-started-tutorial/en-us/get-started-tutorial-home.htm


Sign up



Case Study: Data from the 
world Bank-CO2 Emissions by 
Country Since 1960
Example of questions: 
1. Who is the largest polluters in the world 
2. What are the trends in CO2 emissions over time?

Attached to the lecture data files  with name:
World_Bank_CO2.xlsx



https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/sophie.sparkes/viz/TableauPublic10Training-
CO2EmissionsWorkbook/DeviceSpecificDashboard

You can download the workook  at this link:

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/sophie.sparkes/viz/TableauPublic10Training-CO2EmissionsWorkbook/DeviceSpecificDashboard


Step#1: Connect to Data: Select 
the type of data we want to use-In 
our case study Excel and Text Files







Step#2: Creating Worksheet



1:  Drag and drop the desire worksheet



2. Check the data columns of your worksheet

Step#5: Click on Sheet1



3. Different way creating charts in Tableau Drag and drop the 
sheet on the left-
hand side



Map with each dot for each country 



4. Add more information to the map  by dragging CO2 per Capita  to the map 



5. Add color by dragging CO2 per Capita to the color



6. Chose the Edit color chose for example blank and red 



7. Rename the sheet



Let us create a second chart 
and look at the evolution of 
CO2 emissions over time



1. Open a new worksheet



1. Drag CO2 per Capita



2. See how it changes over time by clicking on year

In the world CO2 emission 
have been increasing over 
time  



2. Let us add country to the view as well



Add country 



2. Formatting

Add CO2 per capita onto color



Change also 
the name of 
the worksheet

CO2 Emission 
Change over 
Time



Step#4: Creating Dashboard



New 
Dashboard



Already Created 
Worksheets 



Drag and drop the first and second worksheet  Worksheets 



Change the dimension of the dashboard



Formatting the Dashboard



Publishing the dashboard on the Web  



Use the username and the password which you already created (You have 10GB 
size of visualization to publish)-give the visualization a good name.
You can share the visualization in the social media or send it by email etc. 



Step#5: Creating Storytelling in 
Tableau



General Storytelling can be published as:

1. As single worksheet
2. As single dashboard
3. As different sheets of workbook as taps
4. As story points –Mixed of different 
worksheets and different dashboards  



Click to create 
new story  



Click to create new story  



Click to create many taps



You can change any tap 
then click update



Full Story 



Formatting Storytelling (Live presentation)  



Data Preparation 



1. Data Preparation-The Data 
Interpreter 

Covers:
•How your data should (ideally) be structured
• How to clean your data using the Data Interpreter

Data: World Bank CO2 (.xlsx)

https://mkt.tableau.com/Public/Datasets/World_Bank_CO2.xlsx


What data set ideally look like? Clean rows with Column headers



In Tableau the data look 



In the working sheet the data appeared on the left. 
This is ideal format no need to change anything



Not ideal dataset the heading not uniform!

This type of data are common in Government institution and International organization! 
They are usually formatted for human use not software



Open the file in Tableau you will find not heading and messy data set  . We can see some 
problem



To set the data right we can use Data Interpreter 

Now the data are with headings and 
ready to use

1. Data Interpreter remove all titles, footnotes etc.
2. It can also produce subtables



You can also review the results

Now the data are with headings and 
ready to use



2. Data Preparation-Joins and 
Unions

Data: World Bank CO2 (.xlsx)

Covers:
• What are joins and unions
• How to join two data sets together
• How to union multiple data sets

https://mkt.tableau.com/Public/Datasets/World_Bank_CO2.xlsx


Joins: Combining columns of two datasets

Unions: Merging rows of two datasets

Unions another ways to marge datasheets by merging different rows for matching columns 

Unions another ways to marge datasheets by merging different columns for matching rows



Example of Joins Combining  
two datasheets using Joins



For example: Combining  two datasheets 
using Joins
CO2 Per Capita (Pivoted) and  CO2 (kt) Pivoted



We can add the type of Joint 



Example of Unions: 
Combining  two datasheets 
using Unions by stacking 
datasets on top of each other 
i.e. adding more datasets to 
the original dataset

Unions another ways to marge datasheets by merging different rows for 
matching columns 



Merge any two files until the orange box appeared 



Check the 
number of 
rows after the 
merging 

New column to 
identify the origin 
of the data



3. Connecting to Spatial Files

File: wri_basins Folder-Zip

Covers:
1. How to connect to spatial data
2. Create a map with a spatial file
3. How to join other data sets to a spatial file

Building maps with spatial Files

https://www.statsilk.com/maps/download-free-shapefile-maps

Download free Shapefile maps

https://www.statsilk.com/maps/download-free-shapefile-maps


1. How to connect to spatial data:

Shape File: wri_basins Folder :  wirbasin.shp



wirbasin.shp





Double click on Geometry  



Drag the name to the detail



How many fish in the reiver field? 

Simply drag the fish into the color



2. Creating your First Chart

Data: World Bank CO2 (.xlsx)

Covers:
•How to create a chart by double clicking on fields
•How to add extra levels of information to your viz

https://mkt.tableau.com/Public/Datasets/World_Bank_CO2.xlsx


Dimension vs. Measure

And

Discrete vs. Continuous



Dimensions-qualitative 
values like, name, 
dates, geographical 
data

Measures are typically the 
number- Contain numeric 
quantitative values that you can  
MEASURE

Double click on the 
field easiest way to 
create charts on 
Tableau

Dimension vs. Measure



Discrete vs. Continuous
Discrete-Individually 
separated distinct-Blue 
color

Continuous-Green 
color



The data contain CO2 emission over time. There are 
various element can be visualized

How much Co2 each of these countries have been emitting?

1. Click on year then 



2. Click on CO2 (kt)

The line represent the 
world co2 over the past of 
60 years



3. Click on Region East Asia & Pacific region the 
biggest producer of CO2 emission



3. Using the Show me toolbar

Data: World Bank CO2 (.xlsx)

Covers:
1. The Show Me tool
2. Overview of Chart types

https://mkt.tableau.com/Public/Datasets/World_Bank_CO2.xlsx


Show me icon also you can expand it and move it



Chose the chart-for example bar chart 

Instruction how to 
make the chart



How to use show me chart
Hold command key in Mac or Control key in window to highlight the 
data you will see what type of chart  you can use





Plot CO2 emission region by region

Select Region , year and Co2 per Capita

Hint: Hold command key in Mac or 
Control key in window to highlight the 
data you will see what type of chart  
you can use



Option 1: Line



Option 1: Line



Aggregated as a Sum that is mean the CO2 per Capita per region  in the region! It 
will be more relevant to have it as an average CO2 per capita per region to do this 
we use average option



It will be more relevant to have it as an average CO2 per capita per region to do this we use 
average option



Average CO2 per capita per region 



Then we can label to the chart by dropping region on the label icon



4. Creating Donut Chart

Data: World Bank CO2 (.xlsx)

https://mkt.tableau.com/Public/Datasets/World_Bank_CO2.xlsx


Analysis –Calculated filed-Create Zero Calculated field-Mark –change it to Pie  









Donut Chart
We use region and add it to Zero icon 1 and add region and CO2 (kt) into the label



Thank You


